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MIND THE GAP!  -- CONTRACTS, TECHNOLOGY AND LEGAL GAPS 

 

The AALS Contracts Section solicits proposals for presentations at the Section’s Annual Meeting 

program, Mind the Gap!  - Contracts, Technology and Legal Gaps, to be held in Washington, D.C. on 

January 2-January 5, 2015.  

Technological innovation has created new challenges for the law.  New technologies often create legal 

and ethical questions in areas such as privacy, employment, reproduction and intellectual property.   Who 

owns the data collected by embedded medical devices?  Can employers wipe departing employees’ phone 

data?  To what extent are companies liable for harms created by their inventions, such as driverless cars?  

Who owns crowd sourced content?   

Courts and legislatures are often slow to respond to these issues.  To fill this legal gap created by rapid 

advancements in technology, businesses and individuals attempt to reduce their risk and uncertainty 

through private ordering.  They limit their liability and allocate rights through contractual provisions.  

Technology affects the way contracts are used as well.  Employers may have employees agree to remote 

phone wiping policies in their employment agreement or through click wrap agreements that pop up when 

they connect to the network server.  Through contracts, businesses establish norms that can be hard to 

undo.  The norm of licensing instead of selling software, for example, was established through contract 

and has become entrenched as a business practice.  The collection of online personal information through 

online contracts is another example.   

The Section seeks two or three speakers to join our panel of invited experts to discuss how 

technology has affected the use of contracts.  How have parties used contracts to address the risks 

created by technologies?  In what ways have contracts been used to privately legislate in the gap created 

by technological advancements? What concerns are raised when private ordering is used to fill the legal 

gap created by technology?  What are, or should be, the limits of consent and contracting where emerging 

technologies are involved?   

Drafts and completed papers are welcome though not required, and must be accompanied by an abstract.  

Preference will be given to proposals that are substantially complete.  Please indicate whether the paper 

has been published or accepted for publication (and if so, provide the anticipated or actual date of 

publication).  There is no publication requirement, but preference will be given to papers that will not 

have been published by the date of the Annual Meeting. 

We particularly encourage submissions from contracts scholars who have been active in the field for ten 

years or less, especially those who are pre-tenured, as well as more senior scholars whose work may not 

be widely known to members of the Contracts Section.  We will give some preference to those who have 

not recently participated in the Section’s annual meeting program.  

DEADLINE:  August 15, 2014.  Please e-mail an abstract or proposal to section chair, Nancy Kim 

(nsk@cwsl.edu) with “AALS Submission” in the title line by 5:00pm (Pacific Time) August 15, 2014.  

Submissions must be in Word or PDF format.   
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